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ABSTRACT
Dynamic-Thermal Interface Material (D-TIM) is an adaptive thermal
interface material with thermal conductivity proportionally increasing with
system temperature. This thesis introduces a percolation theory-based
simulation to investigate this unique trend. Brief reviews of the important
aspects of carbon-based thermal interface material and the concept of
percolation theory are discussed. In order to capture the thermal
conductivity enhancement with temperature, we employ thermoelectric
effect and variable-range hopping as the governing equations of the
simulation. The complete framework of D-TIM percolation simulation and
simulation results are presented. On the other hand, machine learning has
been successfully adopted by the industry since current computation
techniques can manage massive calculations for such algorithms. However,
most of these successes are based on software, computer architecture and
circuit design level. On the contrary, machine learning for analysis of data
in micro-nanotechnology has not been widely applied, resulting in ample
space for researchers to extract inference not only from experimental data
but also from simulation data. Here, we present examples of machine
learning algorithms applied to experiment data. After a brief review of
machine learning algorithms, we present three complete projects as
examples. The first example demonstrates a technique to extract geometric
properties from Raman spectra of few-layer graphenes. Secondly, we
present how to detect Chevron Graphene Nanoribbon (CGNR) from
scanning tunneling spectroscopy data and calculate the orientation
autonomously. Lastly, the third project is to remove silicon substrate effect
from the measured current imaging tunneling spectroscopy in order to
extract the pure local density of states of the CGNR. Then, we use machine
learning, genetic algorithm in this problem, for parameter optimization of
D-TIM simulation. We discuss the optimized parameters of D-TIM
percolation simulation and in turn analyze the mass ratio of nano-graphite
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and multi-wall carbon nanotube to improve the effective thermal
conductivity of D-TIM. Finally, we analyze the mass ratio and surface
roughness effect on D-TIM performance.
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Thermal management is one of the factors limiting designs for energy
efficient systems. In particular, CPU/GPU chips have become the main
heat source in electronics systems as billions of transistors are integrated
into a single chip for higher functionality. Figure 1.1 shows the CPU core
temperature in both idle and full load states. Figure 1.1 (a) shows that the
core temperature of a CPU stays around 50 ◦C in idle state, which is the
state a CPU performs basic operations to keep the CPU ready. If the CPU
Figure 1.1: (a) CPU core temperature when the computer is in idle state,
and (b) CPU core temperature when the computer is in full load [1].
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is in full load performing heavy computations, the temperature reaches
close to 100 ◦C as in figure 1.1 (b). Additional cooling components are
necessary to cool down the CPU core temperature. This problem not only
limits the development pace of electronics systems but also escalates the
costs to maintain system performance. Also, the failure of thermal
management results in aggregated errors in electronics systems because
such errors trigger internal error correction circuits in modern chips,
exacerbating system overload. According to Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, U.S. data centers consumed about 70 billion kilowatt-hours of
electricity in 2014, which costs more than 7 billion dollars [2]. Our
community could save tens of millions of dollars if the research on the
temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of D-TIM achieved a 1%
energy efficiency improvement. As shown in figure 1.2, the report
emphasizes that the energy consumption in 2014 would have been 110
billion kilowatt-hours if we assume there was no energy efficiency
improvement from 2010. The community could save 620 billion kWh if the
trend of the thermal management technology improvement is maintained.
Therefore, delivering heat from a chip to a heat sink more efficiently and
Figure 1.2: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory reports that the
current electricity consumption is possible due to improvements in thermal
management technology [2]. The figure shows the predicted electricity
consumption in billion kWh if the thermal management technology stays
the same as in 2010.
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quickly becomes the motivation of our first engineering problem.
The major challenge in efficient heat delivery from a chip surface to a
heat sink is the interface between these two components. For example, the
surface roughness of these components results in high contact resistance
due to insufficient contact. This contact resistance becomes the bottleneck
of heat flow. Thermal Interface Materials (TIMs) play an important role
here by passivating surface uncertainty between heat dissipation
components and delivers heat from the chip surface to the heat sink.
Figure 1.3 describes the functionality of TIM between a CPU or GPU chip
surface, as the heat source and the heat sink with metal fins. Note that the
TIM passivates surface roughness, which is typically in the micrometer
range, and it should provide preferable thermal conductivity for efficient
heat flow. There are many TIMs that entered the market and improvement
on the thermal properties of these materials is in high demand. However,
the thermal conductivities of these TIMs decrease as system temperature
Figure 1.3: Description of the role of thermal interface material. Thermal
interface material minimizes contact uncertainty and deliver heat from chip
surface, which is a heat source [3].
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increases, which requires additional heat removal systems. Anchor Science
LLC, led by Dr. Ewa Kirkor, invented the dynamic thermal interface
materials (D-TIM) which shows its effective thermal conductivity
increasing as temperature increases [3]. D-TIM promises efficient thermal
management by better heat delivery in high temperature with its effective
thermal conductivity and by suppressing the surface uncertainty between
the chip surface and the heat sink.
1.2 Machine Learning
Figure 1.4: Machine learning has been adopted by smart applications
successfully. For instance, Google has announced their Google glass which
provides numerous machine learning techniques to extract inference from
what the user sees and hears [4]. At the same time, Volvo is actively
developing a way to apply machine learning for pedestrian detection for an
autonomous safety break [5].
On the other hand, Machine learning has been applied with great success
to engineering problems as the market of smart applications has grown
dramatically in recent years. For example, as shown in figure 1.4, Google
has announced that their smart glass can provide information about what
users observe [4]. Also, Volvo is in the development of pedestrian detection
and an auto brake system for human safety [5]. This again emphasizes the
importance of our first engineering problem because the industry relies on
gigantic server clusters and data centers to support these smart
technologies. In addition, machine learning as an application for
nanotechnology has recently been highlighted, contrary to most efforts on
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machine learning applications that are based on algorithms, computer
architecture, and circuit design.
In the field of nanotechnology, Belianinov, Jesse, and Kalinin, researchers
in the Center for Nanophase Material Science at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, have successfully demonstrated machine learning for
nanotechnology applications using ensembles of machine learning (EML)
algorithms besides PCA and k-means on STM and Scanning Transmission
Electron Microscopy (STEM) data [6], [7], [8], [9]. Kalinin et
al. [10], [11], [12], [13] and Somnath et al. [14] further applied the
state-of-the-art big-deep-data mining and deep-learning techniques to learn
the physical properties of existing nanomaterials and to even discover new
nanomaterials. In particular, Kalinin, Sumpter and Archibald [10] used
similar concept of mixture of experts, which is a technique using multiple
machine learning algorithms, as ensemble learning, and has been highlighted
recently. Therefore, there are still opportunities to apply other machine
learning techniques to different nanotechnology problems. Our second goal
of the project is to adopt machine learning to extract inference from both
experimental and simulation data in the field of micro-nanotechnology.
This document is organized in the following manner. In chapter 2, we
discuss the interesting thermal property of dynamic-thermal interface
material and percolation theory based simulation to calculate the effective
thermal conductivity of the material. Chapter 3 shows examples of machine
learning techniques applied to micro-nanotechnology. In this chapter, we
explore machine learning and computer vision as a perfect assistant to solve
problems in smarter ways. In chapter 4, we finally demonstrate the analysis
to evaluate the variables contributing to the effective thermal conductivity





2.1 Dynamic-Thermal Interface Material
2.1.1 Carbon-Based Thermal Interface Material
There have been many efforts to develop carbon-based thermal interface
materials. First, as CNT synthesis made breakthroughs, CNT has become
an interesting material for TIMs [15], [16], [17]. Although CNT arrays may
suffer from contact resistance, many reports show that this problem can be
suppressed by densely packing CNT arrays together. Xu and Fisher [16]
presented interface resistance reducing as pressure increases.
Nano-Graphites (nGs) have also been employed for high-efficiency
TIMs [18], [19]. It was reported that the volume fraction of one to few layer
graphene platelets improves the thermal conductivity of the TIM, but the
thermal conductivity decreased as system temperature increases. At the
same time, pillared graphene, which is a 3D network nanostructure of
graphene layers pillared by CNTs, investigated the possibility of application
for TIM but there is no further result reported to this end [20]. In 2008, Yu
et al. [21] reported a graphite nanoplatelet with CNT fillers showing
thermal conductivity enhancement. The team discusses the interface
resistance reduced by using both metallic graphite and CNT, which is also
predicted in D-TIM. Recently, beside D-TIM, there was research conducted
to study the efficiency of nG and CNT epoxy composites [22]. The report
shows thermal conductivity improvement by mixing CNT and nG
compared to sole nG and CNT nanocarbons, but the thermal conductivity
of all composites still decreases as temperature increases.
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2.1.2 Thermal Conductivity of D-TIM
Figure 2.1: Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of typical
D-TIM [3]. As can be seen, CNTs are tangled and sandwiched between nG
platelets.
Recently, Anchor Science LLC, led by Dr. Ewa Kirkor, invented D-TIM,
which is a nanocomposite mixture of multi-wall carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs) and nGs [3] shown in figure 2.1. Note that the D-TIM of this
images was measured by attaching D-TIM on one side and leaving the
other side uncovered in vacuum. Therefore, in this practical setup, one can
assume the nanoparticles are more tightly packed as D-TIM is pressed
between two metal plates: chip surface and heat sink. Kirkor and her group
found the best mass ratio between MWCNTs and nGs and the method to
produce D-TIM was patented in 2014.
D-TIM is an adaptive thermal interface material that dynamically adapts
its thermal conductivity with temperature change and this characteristic is
the reason why the inventors named the material D-TIM. Figure 2.2, shows
the thermal conductivity of D-TIM increases as temperature increases
unlike that of the state-of-the-art TIMs: this quality makes D-TIM a
7
Figure 2.2: Thermal conductivity as a function of temperature in degree
celsius [3]. The linear fit clearly shows the linear relation of D-TIM thermal
conductivity and temperature, which is the opposite trend of most thermal
interface materials reported.
promising TIM with faster and more efficient heat delivery.
Figure 2.3 shows the comparison of the thermal conductivity of D-TIM
and other TIMs. As can be seen, due to phonon scattering, thermal
conductivity reduces as the system becomes hot. Even bulk graphite shows
thermal conductivity degradation in high temperature. D-TIM appears
near the upper-left corner of the plot. One can predict from this trend that
D-TIM enhances its efficiency in heat delivery as the CPU or GPU chip
surface becomes hotter, which could enable a temperature guard to protect
chips from over-heating. Therefore, it is crucial to investigate the physics
which supports such a trend and to find the best ingredients to extend
improvements.
8
Figure 2.3: Comparing different TIMs shows the advantage of D-TIM as a
promising TIM to suppress the over-heating of CPU/GPU surface [3].
2.2 Percolation Theory-Based Simulation for Effective
Thermal Conductivity Calculation of D-TIM
2.2.1 Percolation Theory
Percolation theory is one of the well-known methodologies for systems with
randomly distributed materials and it has also been widely used for thermal
conductivity calculation. Figure 2.4 (a) shows an example defining the
basic structure of percolation theory. For example, a system with geometric
and physical properties consists of nodes and branches connecting adjacent
nodes. Each branch is assigned with a specific probability, P , or so-called
“threshold” to be connected. If the updated value assigned to a branch is
9
Figure 2.4: (a) Example of a single branch connecting two nodes in
percolation theory. (b) Resistive network example for D-TIM percolation
simulation
larger than the threshold value, then the nodes are connected by the branch.
Percolation theory can provide probabilistic geometry problems and a
stochastic simulation framework to solve problems in systems modeled as a
2D or 3D resistive circuit network. Briefly, the system is discretized and
current flow probabilities are assigned to each of the grids to re-create a
physical percolation cluster that includes a path between the starting node
of the problem and a target arrival node. This method may technically fall
under the category of finite difference method. The main benefit of this
approach is the simplification of the probabilistic particle transport model,
which can be calibrated with more accurate simulation or experimental
data, and is practical for the use in extensive optimization problems. Our
group has shown, for instance, that a percolation approach can be an
effective stochastic simulation tool for electron transport simulation [23] in
systems that could not be treated by traditional kinetic Monte Carlo
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approaches. Percolation simulation had been successfully used to study
non-linear electro-thermal failure in a contacting switch for
Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS) devices. When two metallic
surfaces in the switch become sufficiently close, an arc discharge takes place
between the gap. This breakdown phenomenon erodes the metals and leads
eventually to failure of the switch. In the simulation, the media (air and
metal contacts) are modeled as a resistive network and initial potential and
temperature are assigned to each node of the grid. Then, new resistivity,
temperature, and current value at each node are updated and conducting
defects are created using for this particular problem probabilities obtained
from Saha’s ionization equation [23]. Finally, the current flow between
contacts was calculated after the evolution of the resistive networks’ values
deduced by local gas ionization. The percolation simulation for D-TIM has
many similarities with this simulation framework. Figure 2.4 (b) describes
an example of resistive network for D-TIM percolation simulation with
MWCNT (red), nGs (purple), resin (light blue) and metal contacts (grey).
2.2.2 Adaptive Thermal Conductivity by Thermo-Electric
Effect and Variable Range Hopping
Most methods for thermal conductivity calculation are interested in heat
transfer and focused on thermal (contact) resistance [24]. However, in order
to explain the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity trend, not only
the heat flow but also the electric current flow must be considered because
electrons are also important particles delivering heat. Therefore, we include
thermoelectric effect to capture the interaction between heat flux and
electric current, which is a flow of electrons. The governing equation of
D-TIM percolation simulation is the following [25]. First, electric current,
J , and heat flux, Q are defined by
J = σE + CG (2.1)
Q = DE + κG (2.2)
where σ is the electric conductivity, κ is the thermal conductivity, E is the
electric field, which is the potential gradient, and G is the temperature
gradient. C and D come from the relation of S = C/σ and Π = D/σ, where
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S is the Seebeck coefficient and Π is the Peltier coefficient.
From equation 2.1, one can derive an initial guess by assuming zero
current as J = 0A. Then,







If we plug in equation 2.1 into E in equation 2.2,









































the heat flux equation is derived as a function of potential V and






where Qtotal is the sum of heat flux coming in and out, and dT/dx is the
temperature difference between metal contacts. However, this cannot fully
capture the effective thermal conductivity increasing with temperature.
Therefore, we should consider another mechanism promoting the process.
To this end, we employ variable-hopping conductance [26] which models
the phonon-assisted hopping of electrons. Figure 2.5 (a) shows how electron
hops to conduction band contributing as free electron current flow. As the
system heats up, the phonon with high kinetic energy scatters with electron
under valence band and deliver energy by electron-phonon scattering and,
as a result, electron hops out from the valence band becoming a free
electron with kinetic energy. This mechanism accelerates the heat flow by
tossing energy from phonon to electron and the increased number of free
electrons can also mean enhanced electric conductivity macroscopically.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Description of variable-range hopping conductivity in
D-TIM [26]. (b) Example trend of variable-range hopping conductance as a
function of temperature [27].
Hence, equation 2.7 enables us to take into account variable-hopping
conductance as follows:







where T0 is the fitting parameter related to density of states at the Fermi
level and localization length for the wave function.
In addition, we can also hypothesize the contact resistance between
carbon particles is relatively lower than that of other TIMs since MWCNTs
and nGs are both metallic and have good contact due to mechanically
flexible MWCNTs. Yu et al. [21] also reported that increased contact area
of CNTs and nGs contacts reduces the interface resistance leading to
thermal conductivity enhancement.
2.2.3 Simulation Setup and Results
Figure 2.6 shows environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM)
images of the D-TIM sample. The top image shows a wide view of D-TIM
sample. We observe that nGs are covered by tangled MWCNTs and
MWCNTs not only cover the surface of nGs but also connect all nGs
together. The bottom image shows a closer view of D-TIM particles. We
can see again the MWCNTs covering nGs and connecting nGs. In addition,
tangled MWCNTs are covering the Si-wafer surface and show that
MWCNTs act as fillers due to its mechanically flexible property. Therefore,
13
Figure 2.6: ESEM images of D-TIM sample [3]. Bottom image shows a
closer look of D-TIM sample. MWCNTs are tangled and covering the nGs.
This image was taken by FEI Quanta FEG 450 ESEM.
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Figure 2.7: (a) The top shows the SEM image of D-TIM and the model of
D-TIM placed on a chip surface, (a) bottom-left corner shows D-TIM placed
between chip surface and heat sink, which is the environment assumed for
simulation. (b) Example of D-TIM percolation simulation setup.
we want to take into account this geometry for realistic simulation.
Percolation simulation for D-TIM sets an environment when a D-TIM is
placed between the chip surface and heat sink. Figure 2.7 (a) describes the
situation when the SEM image was taken and that of the simulation setup.
Figure 2.7 (b) shows an example of a D-TIM percolation simulation box
setup. As labeled, the top and bottom are the chip surface and heat sink
that are assumed to be nickel. In between these two metal plates, nGs in
dark grey and MWCNTs in light gray are filled in. Note that black color
indicates the contact resistance. The values used for materials in the
simulation are listed in table 2.1.









Nickel 3.5× 10−6 2.8× 10−8 205 [28], [29]
nG 3× 10−5 6× 10−8 600 [30], [31], [32]
MWCNT 8× 10−5 5× 10−8 1200 [33], [34]
Figure 2.8 explains the simulation flow of D-TIM percolation simulation.
First, the simulation initially builds the simulation environment and sets all
physical values for the simulation. Note that the initial electric current J ,
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heat flux Q and potential V are all set to null and the initial temperature T
is 300 K. Then the chip surface temperature is increased to user-defined
temperature. In order to avoid a numerical shock wave, we redistribute the
temperature from the chip surface to the heat sink in a linear manner.
Then, the simulation enters the main loop. T and V are updated by a
successive over relaxation scheme and the electric conductivity σ = 1/ρ is
updated afterward. Based on updated values, new J and Q are calculated
and the effective thermal conductivity κeff is calculated. The loop
continues until κeff converges.
Figure 2.8: Simulation flow of D-TIM percolation simulation.
Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show the electric resistivity map and thermal
conductivity map assigned to horizontal branches and vertical branches,
respectively.
Finally, the preliminary result of the effective thermal conductivity
calculated by D-TIM percolation simulation, as a function of the chip
surface heat. As shown in figure 2.11, the trend shows the temperature
dependency of D-TIM’s effective thermal conductivity but it is not
perfectly linear yet. This can be improved by finding a better fitting
parameter, which is discussed in chapter 4.
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Figure 2.9: Electric resistivity ρ assigned to branches of D-TIM simulation.
Top figure is the ρx map, which shows the electric resistivity of the
horizontal branches in the X-direction, and the bottom figure shows ρz, the
vertical branches in the Z-direction.
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Figure 2.10: Thermal conductivity κ assigned to branches of D-TIM
simulation. Top figure is the κx map and the bottom figure is the κz map.
18
Figure 2.11: Effective thermal conductivity trend of the example simulation.
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CHAPTER 3
MACHINE LEARNING FOR ANALYSIS OF
MICRO-NANOTECHNOLOGY
PROPERTIES
3.1 Machine Learning Technologies Used in This Work
In order to identify classes, it is important to extract good features from a
data set. To this end, the goal is to find the feature matrix W which can
transform the input matrix X to a weight matrix Z offering better
differentiation for classification [35], [36]. Figure 3.1 shows the matrix
operation of equation 3.1.
Z = W ·X (3.1)
Figure 3.1: Weight matrix is a multiplication of feature matrix and input
matrix.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Non-Negative Matrix
Factorization (NMF) are common algorithms to obtain feature matrix.
A good feature matrix reduces similarity and captures repeating patterns.
3.1.1 Principal Component Analysis
PCA [35], [36], [37] transforms input matrix into orthogonal weights using
principal components to minimize dependencies from input data. This can
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be an analogy of projecting data into multiple coordinates, that are
principal components. Since PCA performs linear transformation from
input with high-dimensional to low-dimensional vectors, PCA is also often










 · UT = Λ−1/2 · UT (3.2)
Ztrain = W ·Xtrain (3.3)
Equation 3.2 describes the feature matrix W which can be obtained by
performing eigen analysis to the covariance matrix of Xclass, a stack of
vectorized image patches cropped from the entire training image pool. We
in turn find the diagonal matrix, Λ, which consists of eigenvalues, and
matrix U , which consists of eigenvectors. These matrices can be plugged
into equation 3.2, which is derived by decorrelating the covariance matrix of
Xclass. Note that all elements in the diagonal matrix Λ have uncorrelated
elements with unit variance. Equation 3.3 describes the PCA operation:
once we find feature matrix, W , we apply it to our input matrix Xtrain, a
stack of vectorized training image patches, and generate decorrelated
weight matrix, Ztrain, as an output matrix of training.
3.1.2 Non-Negative Matrix Factorization
NMF [35], [38], on the other hand, represents input matrix by factor
matrices as [36]:









The algorithm works iteratively to find matrix factors, W and H, to
represent Xclass. Note that matrix Xclass is a non-negative matrix. First, a
random matrix W is initialized, and matrix H is estimated by equation 3.5
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using W [38]. Then W is re-estimated by equation 3.5 using the resulting
H. These steps are repeated until the Euclidean distance between Xclass
and W ·H converges. Because of its nature factorizing matrix comprising
non-negative values, it offers different inferences versus PCA. Once the
feature matrix W is found, it is applied as in equation 3.3 to complete the
training process.
3.1.3 K-Means Clustering
K-means [35], [36] is a well-known algorithm for clustering, which is a
process of grouping data by similarity. It is a heuristic algorithm and
groups a data set into clusters and then changes the grouping to that
iteratively optimizes the Euclidean square distance between each cluster.
The algorithm first guesses the initial cluster means. It determines the
samples close to the mean vector of each cluster. Then the algorithm
estimates the mean value from the picked samples. These steps are repeated
until the mean distances converge. In section 3.3, k-means clusters the
topograph by the trend of height. In the problem, we cluster the topograph
by three classes: CGNR, Si-sub, and the slope between the two classes.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo Code of K-Means
1: Pick initial j number of cluster representatives, θj, for data, xi
2: loop: while condition not met
3: Select the closest cluster representative θj for xi
4: Calculate the Euclidian distance between
the mean vector, θj, and vectors, xi
5: end loop if : θj converge
3.1.4 Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [39], also called as evolutionary algorithm, is
included as one of the machine learning algorithms for optimization
problems. It is a stochastic process by mimicking the process of evolution.
It is also a heuristic algorithm that changes parameters under constraints to
optimize parameters by implementing the concept of reproduction,
crossover and mutation. Here, each iteration creates a generation and the
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process ends when the fitness value, which represents how well the
individual of a generation fits, converges to a small enough value. As in
nature, it is important to take into account the diversity to promote the
convergence by active crossover.
Algorithm 2 Pseudo Code of Genetic Algorithm
1: Create 1st generation with given population
2: loop: while condition not met
3: Select Parents ← current generation
4: Produce Next generation ← Parents
5: for population
6: Crossover with Diversity
7: Mutation
8: Elite children
9: end of for loop
10: Evaluate fitness
11: end loop if : condition met or max iteration
3.2 Geometric Property Estimation from Raman
Spectra
The Raman spectrum has been widely used as a fingerprint for material
identification and researchers observed that there is a relation between the
geometric structure of carbon-based nanomaterials and the intensity profile
measured by Raman spectroscopy. For example, Zare [40] observed that
Raman spectra change in the G-band with the length of Carbon Nanotubes
(CNT). Also, researchers observed Raman spectra changing with the
thickness of few-layer graphene [41], [42], [43], [44]. In this project, our goal
is to model the correlation between geometric property and Raman spectra
patterns using machine learning algorithm, and to construct an
autonomous geometric property estimator. There has been similar research
conducted to recognize specific patterns to classify materials and their
ingredients using PCA, nearest neighbors, scale-invariant spectral
matching, and spectra decomposition [45], [46]. In this work, we focus on
recognizing the peak shifting in Raman spectra to identify the number of
graphene layers, using PCA. This framework can accelerate the process of
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identifying the geometric property of carbon-based nanomaterials during
measurement and experimentation.
3.2.1 Preprocessing
The main challenge of machine learning in the field of micro-nanotechnology
is obtaining sufficient training data. In this work, due to limited access to
Raman spectra data, we use digitized Raman spectra from works by
Tan [41], and Lui and Heinz [44]. Then, we generate modified Raman
spectra by randomly shifting peaks and adding random noise to the original
Raman spectra to expand the size of training data. In this work, we use
30% of the peak width and add noise by randomly picking values in the
range of 5% of the minimum intensity and 10% of the maximum intensity,
as illustrated in figure 3.2. As a result, we generate more than 2000 Raman
spectra for each class of Raman spectrum. Lastly, we normalize each
Raman spectrum by its maximum intensity because we want to capture
only the pattern, not the exact value displayed in an arbitrary unit.




We use PCA for Raman spectra pattern recognition [37], [36]. The main
reason for selecting PCA from among other machine learning algorithms is
because of its dimensionality reduction. PCA transforms data by principal
components that are orthogonal to each other. Equation 3.3 describes PCA
where the input matrix X is multiplied by the feature matrix W comprising
principal components, and outputs the weighted data, the weight matrix Z.
Figure 3.3 (a) describes the input matrix Xinput, which is a set of vectorized
Raman spectra. Feature matrix W can be extracted by eigen analysis to
the covariance matrix of the whole data set X and training is performed by
multiplying feature matrix W to the true positive data set Xtraining which
consists of true positive Raman spectra class, as described in figure 3.1 [37].
Figure 3.3: Vectorized Raman spectra as input matrix.
3.2.3 Likelihood
The decision of each class is made by the likelihood value which is, in this
case, the generalized Gaussian probability density function in equation 3.6.
Note that l is the dimension of the data set, which can be either 1 or 2 in
this case. Each class is modeled by plugging in the mean µ and covariance
σ of the weight matrix Ztraining to the Gaussian probability density
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function. Then the likelihood is calculated by plugging in the weight matrix








(Zinput − µ)Tσ−1(Zinput − µ)
)
(3.6)
3.2.4 Thickness Estimator Using Raman Spectra: Low
Energy Raman Measurement Data
Figure 3.4: Digitized Raman spectra data from Tan et al. [41].
Here, we use the Raman spectra data reported by Tan et al. [41] and Lui
and Heinz [44], and we generate the training and testing data by digitizing
their measurement data. Tan et al. performed very low energy Raman
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Figure 3.5: (a) The first four features extracted by PCA, and (b) examples
of feature matrices extracted.
Figure 3.6: Digitized Raman spectra data from Lui and Heinz [44].
measurements to capture the Raman peak shifts depending on the number
of graphene layers. Figure 3.4 shows the digitized Raman spectra of Tan’s
work. Figure 3.5 shows the features extracted by PCA. We can observe that
the first feature of PCA captures the most dominant peak pattern and it
starts to capture other peak patterns as we increase the number of features.
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Figure 3.7: (a) The first four features extracted by PCA and (b) more
features extracted by PCA.
The second data set from Lui and Heinz [44] in figures 3.6 and 3.7 shows
more complex patterns compared to very low energy Raman measurements.
The first feature captures the overall patterns in every class. Starting from
the second feature, PCA captures more emphasis in peak patterns.
3.2.5 Test Result
For testing, we randomly assign random 10% of the entire data set as
testing data and use the remaining 90% to train our PCA framework. The
test data was already labeled and we count the correct estimation to
measure the accuracy. Figure 3.8 shows the test result of the thickness
estimator pipeline. The test result of the very low Raman spectra data
from Tan [41] shows 100% accuracy when we use more than one feature.
Even with only one feature, it shows over 60% accuracy. On the other
hand, the test result of Lui and Heinz [44] shows 100% accuracy when using
more than two features. Due to its more complex patterns, the first two
features are insufficient for accurate estimation. Overall, from the test
result, we can learn that using more than two features can provide sufficient
accuracy, which promises a fast and low cost estimation process by reducing
the data size to low dimensions.
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Figure 3.8: (a) The test result of PCA learning on Raman spectra of Tan et
al. [41], and (b) the test result of PCA learning on Raman spectra of Lui
and Heinz [44]. The red-dotted line indicates 90% accuracy.
3.2.6 Application of the Estimation Pipeline
The application of this framework can be a few-layer graphene thickness
estimator by Raman spectra. Figure 3.9 demonstrates an example of the
application. To test the application, we intentionally omit the Raman
spectra data of 11-layer graphene class and train our PCA classifier for all
classes but for the 11-layer graphene class. Using the Raman spectra data
of 11-layer graphene as test input, we observe the two highest log likelihood
value in the class of 10-layer graphene and the class of 13-layer graphene.
The result gives us lower and upper bounds to predict the number of layers.
Therefore, we can predict that the multi-layer graphene is either 11-layer
graphene or 12-layer graphene.
We can validate the application framework using different measurement
data [42], [47]. Figure 3.10 shows the test data set digitized from research
in the literatures and normalized by the maximum intensity in each
spectrum. Unfortunately, we failed to find a good test data set to test the
pipeline trained by the data set of Lui and Heinz [44].
Figure 3.11 shows the test result. As expected, with only a few features,
the pipeline shows below 90% accuracy. However, it interestingly shows
100% accuracy only between 5 and 14 features. Using more than 14
features shows below 90% again which is due to overestimation of pattern.
The estimation pipeline kept mis-determining 5-layer graphene from
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Figure 3.9: Application of this framework. Example of predicting the
number of layers of a graphene under test.
Figure 3.10: Digitized Raman spectra data as test inputs [42], [47].
Bonaccorso, Tan, and Ferrari [47], which shows more fluctuation in the
peak region. Indeed class “6-layer” was the second-highest likelihood value
and it is possible that the pipeline can be confused by the minor peaks out
of the expected peak region. Therefore, it would be wise to find the
optimum feature size to avoid confusion.
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Figure 3.11: Test result of the estimator pipeline. Between feature size of 5
and 14, the result shows 100% accuracy, whereas using more than 14
features fails to reach 100% accuracy. The red-dotted line shows the 90%
accuracy for reference.
3.2.7 Summary and Discussion
We demonstrated a graphene thickness estimator pipeline for multi-layer
graphene and graphite using PCA. PCA is employed to take advantage of
its dimensionality reduction. We observe from the test results that it is not
necessary to use many features for the estimation process based on Raman
spectra patterns. Also, the validation process teaches us that there is an
optimal range of feature size where the estimation pipeline works best.
Therefore, this pipeline could assist experimentalists by autonomous and
fast graphene thickness estimation with low computation cost due to data
dimensionality reduction.
As a future work, we plan to expand this pipeline to estimate other
geometric properties of carbon-based nanomaterials such as the length of
CNT, and so on. This pipeline will be used for our collaborative project
with Anchor Science LLC [48], to estimate particles’ geometric properties
and optimize the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of their
invention, dynamic thermal interface materials (D-TIM) [3]. Besides using
PCA, using Independent Component Analysis (ICA), which has an
additional step to eliminate dependency between features, could provide
another solution to this estimation process. It could be possible to use
other machine learning algorithms such as k-means or k-nearest neighbors
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with proper cluster size and iteration number.
3.3 Chevron-Graphene Nanoribbon (CGNR)
Detection and Orientation Calculation
In this section we explore more complex problem, CGNR detection from
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) images using the ensemble of
machine learning algorithms.
Figure 3.12: Normalized topograph of CGNR from the work of Radocea et
al. [49].
Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) are some of the most promising 2D
semi-conductors because of their high mobility, thin and narrow
dimensions, and tunable bandgaps [50], [51]. The biggest challenges in
fabricating GNR-based electronic device are the consistency of the GNR
edge profile, positioning, and alignment. Vo et al. [52] synthesized chevron
graphene nanoribbons (CGNRs), which is a narrow GNR with atomically
precise armchair edge and an electronic bandgap of about 2.8 eV, solving
the first challenge. Radocea et al. [49] recently demonstrated the transfer of
atomically precise CGNRs onto hydrogen-passivated silicon substrates
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(Si-sub) using ultra-high vacuum (UHV) dry contact transfer (DCT). In
addition to this process, a study for controllability of CGNR orientation
and positioning is needed to make CGNR as a feasible 2D material for
transistors. Therefore, autonomous detection of CGNR and its orientation
calculation is desirable for the study of which can accelerate the process of
identifying the overall alignment after synthesis.
The scanning tunneling microscope (STM) is one of the most suitable
apparatuses to image nanomaterials due to its ability to capture
atomic-resolution images of surfaces. Experimental work often includes
gathering hundreds or thousands of images, which are then carefully
examined. Automated analysis of images is a challenging task. Graphene
nanoribbons may often be the same height as defects on the surface,
precluding the use of simple thresholding. Additional techniques are needed
to accurately detect GNRs.
There have been reports on machine learning applied to microscopic
images. In 1988, Ichise et al. [53] demonstrated pattern recognition for
electrochemical analysis using linear learning machine to detect linear and
non-linear characteristics in electrode process. In 1997, Bonnet [54] showed
multivariate statistical learning methods for recognition in microscope
image. These pioneer works showed promising results using machine
learning to detect materials of interest. In 2011, Woolley et al. showed an
automated evolutionary algorithm which can optimize scanning probes to
produce high quality atomic resolution images [55]. Most recently, Rashidi
and Wolkow presented an automatic quality evaluation of scanning probe
microscopy and in situ probing tip conditioning using machine learning [56].
Recent studies have shown variety of machine learning algorithms applied
to both microscopic and simulation images. Perasso et al. [57] used fuzzy
clustering algorithm to identify atoms in STM images. Norousi et al. [58],
on the other hand, showed machine learning algorithm for particle
post-picking technique to improve particle image detection from
Cryo-electron microscopy. In addition, big-deep-data and deep-learning
have been actively applied to microscopic images to achieve better
identification [10], [59]. In particular, Kalinin, Sumpter and Archibald [10]
used similar concept of mixture of experts, which is a technique using
multiple machine learning algorithms, as ensemble learning, and has been
highlighted recently. In this work, we employ ensemble learning to detect
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CGNR autonomously.
Radocea et al. [49] invented a technique to synthesize CGNR onto
Silicon(Si)-substrate passivated by hydrogen. Figure 3.12 shows one of the
normalized STM images and topographs used in this work. After using
both STM image and topograph, we learned that both data show the same
results and normalized pixel intensity or height provides less computation
overhead by simplifying the calculation. In addition, using only one of the
machine learning algorithms cannot provide adequate accuracy due to
patterns of defects and residues as in Figure 3.12. Also, the cluster colored
in yellow extends to the higher Si-sub because the original topograph
includes the overall slope of the surface. Therefore, it is essential to flatten
the original topograph when we generate the training data for each class,
since it complicates the problem by introducing a bias. This will be
discussed in more detail in section 3.3.2. Therefore, we consider using
ensemble of machine learning algorithms and we combine PCA, NMF and
k-means to accurately find CGNRs.
Figure 3.13: Ensemble learning pipeline for CGNR detection.
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3.3.1 Image Data Set
Figure 3.13 illustrates the pipeline for CGNR detection. First, we extract
training data by cropping patches from training images after preprocessing.
To eliminate any biases, it is important to remove the mean of the data set.
In this case, Si-sub is not flat and has complicated steps due to damages
from wafer cutting process. Therefore, at this step, it is important to flatten
the entire surface by subtracting the fitted plane of Si-sub. To accurately
find the fitted plane, we randomly sample only the Si-sub and perform
Lowess fitting [60], which will be discussed shortly. Here, k-means is used to
assist clustering CGNR and Si-sub. Assisted by k-means, true positive
samples are extracted from ground truth defined by user and true negative
training samples are selected randomly excluding the ground truth areas.
Note that the important characteristic of a true CGNR is the periodic
pattern of its edge and the ground truth was selected by such criteria.
Figure 3.14: (a) The centers of true positive marked by yellow squares and
true negative centers marked by red-x. (b) Example training image patches
for true negative class and (c) that of true positive.
3.3.2 Preprocessing Data Sets
It is essential to simplify the target data set to achieve the best accuracy.
The data set in this work not only describes CGNR on Si-sub but also
includes substrate uncertainties such as residue of CGNR, defects, and
surface slope, complicating the problem. First, we apply Gaussian filter to
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smooth the overall image. Then, we find the substrate plane by Lowess
fitting provided by MATLAB [60]. We randomly sample pixels only from
the Si-sub assisted by k-means. Here, k-means clustering offers a rough
guidance to exclude CGNRs when sampling Si-sub. We use Lowess fitting
here because it smooths out the scattered data points by considering
neighboring points which offers preferably smooth plane to remove the
overall slope of the surface. Finally, we subtract the fitted substrate plane
from the entire topograph and obtain flattened surface which is desirable
for this detection problem.
Once the topograph is flattened, we collect training data sets for true
positive and true negative. Here, we will train our learning algorithms by
separately training the correct and incorrect target in the topograph. We
construct three classes in this pipeline: CGNR and CGNR junction as true
positive, and Si-sub/defects as true negative. CGNR junction is the overlap
of CGNRs and this class helps us to separate CGNRs crossing over one
another. Figure 3.14 (a) shows the centers of true positive and true
negative data sets collected from the topograph, as an example. Figure 3.14
(b) and (c) show the training image patches for each class and note that
every training image patch is rotated and stored to capture CGNR in any
direction. To remove any bias, the mean of the vectors is removed at this
step. Vectorized image patches are in turn normalized so that the values of
every vector are distributed between 0 and 1. This process not only
minimizes any bias due to surface defects, residue, and discontinuity of the
surface, but also generates feasible data set for NMF which requires
non-negative value matrix.
3.3.3 CGNR Detection Using Ensemble of Learning
After collecting sufficient number of true positive and true negative training
data sets, we first train PCA and NMF classifiers. Then we apply PCA,
NMF, and k-means to the test image and select pixels where all algorithms
agree that it is the class of CGNR. Figure 3.15 shows the result of using the
EML algorithms. For template matching using PCA and NMF, we use
generalized gaussian probability density function as in section 3.2.3 to make
decision of whether the input is a CGNR or not [36]. After applying PCA
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and NMF to the input matrix, which is a stack of vectorized test image
patches, as in equation 3.7, and calculate the weight matrix x.
x = W ·Xtest (3.7)











where µ and σ are respectively the mean and covariance of the weight
matrix Ztrain that are rained previously, and l is the size of the data
dimension. We in turn apply Gaussian filter and threshold the result as a
post process. Using k-means we cluster topograph by three classes. The
k-means result shows clear cluster of CGNR and residues, due to the
flattening process which minimizes the slope of the overall surface of the
topograph for better accuracy.
Figure 3.15: Classification result of (a) PCA, (b) NMF, using threshold of
0.37 in the example, and (c) k-means where white pixels represent CGNR
class. (d) Red pixels show where all learning algorithms agreed that it is a
CGNR class.
3.3.4 CGNR Orientation Calculation
Figure 3.16 shows the result of CNGR detection. Figure 3.16 (b) shows the
clustered CNGR pixels detected by this pipeline. Finally, we apply least
square fitting of ellipsis on each cluster and calculate the orientation of each
cluster. Red lines in 3.16 (b) represent the orientation of each cluster.
Interestingly the top CGNR cluster shows partial detection unlike other
CGNR clusters. It is because of the bottom right corner showing periodic
but flat pattern. As a result, the calculated orientation shows a slight turn.
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Figure 3.16: (a) The original topograph image and (b) the clustered pixels
representing CGNR class. Red line displays the orientation of each cluster.
3.3.5 Validation
We then applied our pipeline to test images for validation. Figure 3.17,
table 3.1, figure 3.18, and table 3.2 show the comparison between ground
truth defined by the user and the resulting orientation calculated by the
pipeline. Test images and the ground truth defined by the user are available
from the supporting information of Radocea et al. [49]. For figure 3.17, 25
features and a threshold of 0.1 were used for CGNR detection and the same
number of features and threshold of 0.2 were used for test image in
figure 3.18. One can observe good agreement between the orientation
defined by user and that detected by the pipeline. However, one can also
observe that machine learning provides different inference compared to that
determined by the user. For example, clusters 1 and 7 in figure 3.17 can be
determined as a single CGNR by the user. On the contrary, the EML
determines these clusters as combination of CGNRs and shows different
CGNR cluster and orientation. This interpretation is also acceptable
because we can observe periodicity of CGNR patterns and nonlinearity of
the entire cluster of 1 and 7. In figure 3.18, cluster 6 detected by the EML
pipeline also shows additional CGNR crossing over the CGNR recognized
by the user. This reveals that EML promises additional inference that the
user may miss.
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Figure 3.17: The complete pipeline was applied to the test image. (a) shows the original topograph image and (b)
user-defined the orientation of the CGNRs as ground truth. Note that the yellow lines represent the orientation defined by
the user. (c) and (d) show the result of the CGNR detection. For comparison, (c) displays only the orientations in red line,
that are calculated based on the detected clusters that hit the ground truth. (d) shows the entire result.
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1 55.3 39.8 (13), 67.3 (14) 13.7 15.2
2 87.8 88.5 (11), 79.3 (17) 4.6 5.1
3 71.6 64.9 (4) 6.7 7.4
4 71 82.6 (25) −11.6 12.9
5 55.6 57.4 (26) −1.8 2.0
6 48.1 48.2 (31), 27.0 (38) 10.6 11.8
7 6.9 68.9 (16), 47.1 (21) 51.1 56.8
8 63.3 74.0 (32), 63.3 (33) 5.4 5.9
9 71 59.2 (28), 31.5 (29), 54.2 (30) 22.7 25.2
10 53.1 58.2 (35) −5.1 2.9
11 60.2 62.6 (24) −2.4 1.3
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Figure 3.18: Test results applied to another test image, (a) showing the original topograph image, (b) ground truth defined
by user, and (c), (d) the result of the CGNR detection.
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1 8.2 1.9 (17) 6.3 7.0
2 81.1 79.5 (15) 1.6 1.8
3 91.5 41.3 (12) 50.2 55.8
4 14 15.6 (11) −1.6 1.8
5 54.8 52.1 (13) 2.7 4.0
6 84.6 88.0 (2) −3.4 3.8
7 77.8 77.4 (7) 0.4 0.5
8 24.3 36.8 (6) −12.5 13.9
9 26.9 36.8 (6) −9.9 11.1
10 18.1 23.4 (14) −5.3 5.9
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Considering simply the CGNR detection of the EML algorithm on the
ground truth, the accuracy of the EML pipeline was 42% and 47.4%
respectively. However, 22.8% and 26.3% of the clusters, respectively,
detected by the EML pipeline were possible GNRs, a gray-area that
humans cannot really determine whether they are GNR or not. This
demonstrates the EML pipeline can assist users by detecting an ambiguous
area likely to be GNR area. The accuracy, by taking into account the
detections, is at most 69.8% and 73.7% respectively.
3.3.6 Discussion and Conclusion
We have shown the EML algorithm to autonomously detect CGNR and
calculate the orientation relative to the dimers of Si-sub. The result shows
good agreement with the user-defined ground truth. To eliminate all
possible bias and noise in true classes, we leveled the Si-sub by performing
Lowess fitting and removing the slope estimated by fitted surface. Rough
estimation was possible by k-means clustering and further decision was
made by the result of PCA and NMF. The ensemble of the learning
algorithms provided accurate CGNR detection supported by the inferences
from PCA and NMF.
We discovered, on the other hand, technical insights that would worth for
discussion. First, after testing both STM images saved as Portable Network
Graphics (PNG) images and the actual topograph, we learned that both
data show the same results and normalized pixel intensity, or height
provided less computation overhead by simplifying the calculation.
Secondly, although users may estimate CGNRs as linear structures, this
may already be an underestimation for computer or machine. For example,
it has been observed that linear least square fitting results in tilted
orientation compared to user-defined ground truth due to the cluster shape.
Instead, determining the longer axis by least square fitting of ellipse offers
better orientation, minimizing errors. Lastly, there are other possible
machine learning techniques worth exploring. For example, Markov random
field modeling could be introduced to capture the local dependence of
nanostructures on the Si-sub. Markov random field modeling could in turn
provide probability of true positive or true negative of neighboring pixels of
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a selected pixel. In addition, deep learning could be another candidate, but
this method might suffer from insufficient training data for this problem.
In conclusion, our EML platform could assist experimentalists by
autonomously detecting CGNR based on topograph images, calculating the
orientation of nanostructures by nonlinear regression, and accelerating the
speed to characterize nanostructures.
3.4 Local Density of States (LDOS) Estimation from
Current Imaging Tunneling Spectroscopy (CITS)
Data
Figure 3.19: LDOS of silicon substrate, CGNR edge, and CGNR center.
Radocea et al. [49] reported a CGNR bandgap of 2.80eV by measuring
current imaging tunneling spectroscopy (CITS) data of CGNR on
Si-substrate passivated by hydrogen. The value is 0.8eV narrower than the
DFT simulation result of an isolated CGNR, which is 3.6eV. Figure 3.19
shows the LDOS deduced by dI/dV measurement data. It is observed that
the normalized dI/dV curve shows superposition of conductance coming
from Si-substrate effect. This as a result narrow down the band gap of the
CGNR on Si-sub. Therefore, the goal of this project is to minimize the
substrate effect from the normalized dI/dV curve by taking into account
the tunneling current components.
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Figure 3.20: A toy model of the scanning tunneling microscope tip and
CGNR on silicon substrate. Inset on the left shows the CITS image of the
data. Green and red arrows show tunneling current components that
contribute to CITS data. Right figure shows the band diagram from
Si-substrate to STM tip at different location.
As illustrated in figure 3.20, there are three groups of tunneling currents
flowing in both direction between STM tip and Si-substrate. Equation 3.9







2ρt(E) · ρC(E − eV1)
+ 2©|MC−S|2ρC(E − eV1) · ρS(E − eV1)
+ 3©|Mt−S|2ρt(E) · ρS(E − eV1)
 dE
(3.9)
where ρCGNR is the LDOS of CGNR, ρt is the LDOS of the STM tip, ρS is





is the dI/dV measurement data.
Here, we make two assumptions. First, we assume that the vacuum
barrier between the CGNR and Si-sub can be ignored because the height
difference between the CGNR and Si-sub in the topograph of Radocea’s
work is 2.9 Å, which is smaller than the thickness of graphene, which is
3.35 Å. Since the main force between CGNR the and Si-sub is van der
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Waals force, it is valid to assume that there is no vacuum barrier between
the CGNR and Si-sub. Secondly, we assume the substrate is an intrinsic
silicon and the second term in equation 3.9 cancels out. Even if we consider
an n-type or p-type silicon wafer as our substrate, the Fermi level difference
between the CGNR and Si-sub is ignorable considering the band gap of
CGNR, which is theoretically 3.6eV and much wider than that of Si-sub,
which is 1.1eV. Therefore, we can obtain equation 3.10. Full derivation of
equation 3.10 can be found in appendix A.

















directly on Si-substrate, where there is no CGNR covering it. Note that the
normalized conductance represents the LDOS of a material which is dI/dV
normalized by I/V . This process not only normalizes the dI/dV value but
also eliminates the dependence of the spacing between the tip and material
under test. However, in this problem, we cannot precisely calculate I/V to
normalize the value calculated by equation 3.10. This also means that we
should minimize the uncertainty of the spacing between the tip and sample
under test in this problem.
To solve this problem, we use cross-correlation as template matching,
which is widely used in computer vision [61]. Figure 3.21 describes the
process of cross-correlation. The target image shows two dimer patterns of
Si-sub and we use cross-correlation response to find the center of the
template, so that we can use the tunneling current measured at the center
of the template. This way, we can minimize the tip and Si-sub spacing
uncertainty by comparing measurements on similar location. Figure 3.22
shows the pixels showing high response and the matching patches on
Si-substrate, CGNR center and CGNR edge. We calculate the tunneling
rate at the matching pixels and applying it to equation 3.10 to remove the
substrate effect.
Figure 3.23 shows the resulting LDOS profile by minimizing the substrate
effect. It shows a bandgap of 3 eV which is 0.2 eV larger bandgap. This
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technique can offer a post-processing to recognize the accurate LDOS
property by minimizing the substrate effect without additional experiment
settings.
Figure 3.21: Cross-correlation process using two templates. Images of the
middle column shows the cross-correlation response. Red X mark indicates
the local maxima of the response. The images of the last column shows the
local maxima in the actual image.
Figure 3.22: Left image shows the response of cross-correlation from the
CITS image. Right image shows each patch that matches as the same
substrate pattern.
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4.1 Parameter Optimization of D-TIM Simulation
Using Genetic Algorithm
Figure 4.1: The pipeline for D-TIM parameter optimization using genetic
algorithm.
The challenge of the D-TIM project is the limited data about various
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parameters for D-TIM. For example, it is difficult to measure the thermal
conductivity and the electric resistivity of individual MWCNT, nG and
contacts between these materials. Therefore, the goal of this project is to
estimate the optimal parameters by referring to measurement data of the
real D-TIM product. Figure 4.1 describes the overall pipeline. This
data-driven modeling and simulation can offer realistic D-TIM simulation.
To this end, based on the D-TIM simulation, we apply genetic algorithm to
optimize the physical parameters.
Figure 4.2: Optimization process can be described by minimization of error
function. The plot shows the error function in state space and the local
minima and the global minima existing in the state space.
Figure 4.2 describes optimization process in the optimization state space.
Optimization process can be represented as a minimization of the error
function of objective function and there exist several local minima where
optimization state can be isolated. Therefore, we use genetic algorithm,
although there are many machine learning algorithms for optimization
problem such as Q-learning [62] and so on. It is because the genetic
algorithm is likely to output the optimized parameter combination with the
global minimum of the error function of the objective function, which is the
D-TIM percolation simulation function, whereas other algorithms can likely
be isolated in one of the local minima once they converge [63]. To deliver
the optimization process from being isolated in local minima, it is important
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to include randomness to avoid this as simulated annealing process [64].
4.1.1 Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) Accelerated
Percolation Simulation
One drawback of genetic algorithm is that it can take forever to converge to
the optimal point because it is a heuristic algorithm which cannot
guarantee the convergence of the optimization. Therefore, it is essential to
accelerate the speed of simulation, otherwise the optimization process may
take months to converge, considering that each simulation takes 24 seconds
for percolation simulation box of 550 by 550 grids. Therefore, we accelerate
the percolation simulation by GPU. It must be noted that GPU also has
limitation by its shared memory and there are limited operations that can
be parallelized. In particular, share memory limit does not allow use to
perform each percolation simulation on a single GPU unit because a single
percolation simulation requires about 1GB of memory during computation.
Therefore, in this problem, we cannot parallelize the entire percolation
simulation due to large memory used for each percolation simulation but we
accelerate the successive over relaxation process when updating the
temperature and potential of each the simulation box in each iteration.
Evidently, most of the computation time of each simulation is consumed by
the successive over relaxation process.
Figure 4.3 shows the result of GPU accelerated percolation simulation
and the percolation simulation performed on CPU as a comparison. For
example, 440 by 440 simulation box on Intel i-5250K 3.30GHz CPU with
3.60GHz turbo-boost took 296.12 CPU time, whereas percolation
simulation accelerated by NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 GPU took 140.59
CPU time. We can observe from figure 4.3 that the computation time
increases exponentially since the computation cost can be described as
O(x2), where x is the number of grids of a simulation box. Therefore, we
benefit by the acceleration using GPU and it results in exponentially better
performance as the simulation scale increases.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of previous percolation simulation and the GPU
acceleration of D-TIM percolation simulation.
4.1.2 Parameter Optimization Using Genetic Algorithm
In this problem, we want to optimize 45 parameters. This includes the
fitting parameter of the variable-range hopping conductivity, thermal
conductivity and electric resistivity of MWCNT, nG, and contacts between
different materials in four different temperatures, and so on. Once the
genetic algorithm is executed, genetic algorithm will pick combinations of
parameter values as parents and performs D-TIM percolation simulation to
see the effective thermal conductivity. Once genetic algorithm finish one
iteration, it compares the simulation results with the target effective
thermal conductivity value, keep the elite children, and create the next
generation by crossover and mutation. Crossover is a process that mixes
randomly the parameter combinations from different individuals. Mutation,
on the other hand, is a process that changes the parameter combination
partially or entirely. As previously mentioned, genetic algorithm might take
too much time to converge to the optimized parameter combinations.
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Indeed genetic algorithm took 150 hours to optimize all 45 parameters.
Once we found the fitting parameter, T0, base values of the thermal
conductivity and electric resistivity for nG and MWCNT from the result,
we separately optimized the ten parameters at the contacts at each
simulation temperature to minimize the optimization complexity. For the
genetic algorithm setup, we used population of 300 for each generation with
a penalty factor of 2000. To create next generation, we used 100% crossover
rate, and picked 1% of population as elite children. Genetic algorithm in
MATLAB [65] supports parallel computing and this also accelerated the
overall computation speed.
Figure 4.4: Simulation result of the effective thermal conductivity, using the
optimized parameters by genetic algorithm. The green curve shows the
measurement data of the D-TIM sample, orange line shows the linear fitted
line of the measurement data, which was used as the target trend of our
data-driven simulation, and the blue crosses are the simulation results using
the optimized parameters.
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Figure 4.4 shows the result of effective thermal conductivity, simulated
using the optimized parameters by genetic algorithm. It is possible to use
the actual measurement data but we decided to use the linear fit trend
instead to minimize any confusion in optimization. The target trend is
fitted to the measurement data which also covers down to room
temperature and that is the reason why the linear fit line is shifted upward
in the figure. Figure 4.5 shows the optimized parameter trends as a function
of chip heats. The values of all 45 parameters can be found in table 4.1. It
should be noted that the thermal conductivities of nG and MWCNT are 86
W/mK and 85 W/mK respectively, that are much lower than the that of
individual nG and MWCNT. These thermal conductivity values are the
baselines of the materials’ thermal conductivity and these values do not
necessarily mean the thermal conductivity of individual material.
Most of the dynamics that contribute to the D-TIM’s effective thermal
conductivity are more likely to be the changes at the D-TIM particles’
contacts. We indeed observe that the contact resistance shows lower values
when the temperature of the chip increases, whereas the thermal
conductivity at contacts increases as chip heat increases. This is a favorable
trend that can support variable-range hopping conductance where electrons
generated by high energy phonon deliver heat from hotter to cooler part of
the system. Also, based on the contact thermal conductivity results in
table 4.1, we learned that the MWCNT plays an important role promoting
the effective thermal conductivity of D-TIM as chip temperature increases.
In particular, the contact thermal conductivity between MWCNTs shows
up to 2348 W/mK, which is close to the best thermal conductivity ever
reported [34].
In conclusion, we found the optimized parameters for our D-TIM
percolation simulation which fits to the target effective thermal
conductivity trend. This enables data-driven simulation by offering the
appropriate parameter values, which might be a difficult problem to
manually deduce from the measurement data. This also, as a result,
accelerated the parameter fitting process to model the effective thermal
conductivity trend of D-TIM.
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Figure 4.5: Optimized contact thermal conductivity κcontact and contact electric resistivity Rcontact by genetic algorithm.
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Table 4.1: Contact resistance and contact thermal conductivity values in figure 4.5
T (K) RContact nG & nG (Ωm) RContact CNT & CNT RContact nG & CNT RContact nG & Metal RContact CNT & Metal
330 0.392 0.278 0.37 0.239 2.04× 10−8
350 4.64× 10−4 0.075 0.005 0.002 0.006
30 0.067 0.04 0.115 1.86× 10−7 0.064
390 0.071 0.095 0.036 0.082 1.15× 10−7
T (K) κContact nG & nG (W/mK) κContact CNT & CNT κContact nG & CNT κContact nG & Metal κContact CNT & Metal
330 0.011 1.30× 10−4 4.50× 10−4 4.75× 10−4 177.39
350 8.36× 10−4 187.56 117.46 5.79× 10−4 0.28
370 107.74 1.27× 103 175.93 284.79 1.77× 10−4
390 1.89× 10−4 2.35× 103 3.14× 10−4 0.019 0.65
T0 RnG (Ωm) RCNT κnG (W/mK) κCNT
461 4.83× 10−7 3.10× 10−7 86 85
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4.1.3 D-TIM Percolation Simulation Using Optimized
Parameters
Based on these optimized parameter, we can analyze the heat flow and
electron flow to observe the physics contributing to D-TIM’s
temperature-dependent effective thermal conductivity. First of all, we
observe the electric current flow. Figure 4.6 shows the electron flow in
D-TIM system at chip temperature 330 K and 390 K. The yellow arrows
show the electron flow in opposite direction of the current flow. For
visualization, we sampled every 20 grids and plotted in log scale.
We observe from the figure that the current flow directions change as
contact resistance between carbon-based material particles. For example,
electrons flow at nG and MWCNT interface shows electrons coming in and
out at the interface at 330 K. When the chip temperature increases to 390
K, electrons mostly travel from nG to MWCNTs instead. Heat flux map in
figure 4.7 shows more obvious change when the chip surface temperature
increases from 330 K to 390 K. When the chip surface temperature is at
330 K, small amount of heat flux flows from chip surface to the heat sink,
showing almost equal heat flux distribution in the entire system. When the
chip temperature increases to 390 K, on the other hand, the heat flux
increase enormously compared to that when the chip surface temperature
was 330 K, and mostly flow from the chip surface, which is hot, to the heat
sink, which is relatively cooler.
In conclusion, we observe that, due to variable-range hopping
conductance, the thermal conductivity and electric resistivity of the D-TIM
particle contacts change to the favorable values for electron flow and heat
flow when the chip surface temperature increases. This phenomenon
contributes to the temperature-dependent effective thermal conductivity of
D-TIM.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Log-scale current flow at 330K. (b) Log-scale current flow at 390K. Every value was negated to describe the
electrons flow because the current density is the opposite direction of electron flow.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Heat flux at 330K. (b) Heat flux at 390K.
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4.2 Analysis of nG and MWCNT Mass Ratio for
Better D-TIM Performance
D-TIM is a mixture of nGs and MWCNTs and it is important to know the
mixing ratio of nGs and MWCNTs simulation. Anchor science has
performed many experiments to find the best recipe to produce high
performance D-TIM. Besides these experiments, simulation, which can
analyze the effect of surface roughness to D-TIM’s effective thermal
conductivity trend, could be a great addition to accelerate the research and
development process.
nG has mass density of 2.16 g/cc [66], whereas MWCNT has mass density
of 0.06 ∼ 0.08 g/cc [67]. Simple calculation tells us that we need 0.926 cm3
of nG and 14.29 cm3 of MWCNT for 1 g. For MWCNT, given that the
outer diameter is between 9 ∼ 11 nm and the inner diameter is 4 ∼ 5 nm,
fully squeezed MWCNT has reduced volume between 7.145 cm3 and 8.574
cm3. Conventionally, it is instructed to fully squeeze the heat sink when
customers mount the heat sink on the top of a CPU chip, which should be
covered by thermal interface material and we also assume that the D-TIM
is fully squeezed by the heat sink in our D-TIM simulation problem. Based
on the given information and assumption, we perform D-TIM percolation
simulation by changing the nG volume to analyze the effective thermal
conductivity trend changing with the mass ratio of nG and MWCNT.
Figure 4.8 shows the thermal conductivity map of the D-TIM percolation
simulation with different mass ration of nG and MWCNT. The metal
contact was set to the same thickness whereas we changed the nG’s
thickness and length to change the mass ratio. Since nG has much higher
density than that of MWCNT, small changes in nG’s geometric property
may change the mass ratio dramatically in the simulation box.
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Figure 4.8: The example geometries of D-TIM with different nG vs. MWCNT mass ratio.
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Figure 4.9: Effective thermal conductivity trend of D-TIM with various
MWCNT/nG mass ratio, as a function of the chip surface temperature.
Figure 4.9 shows the effective thermal conductivity trend of D-TIM with
different mass ratio of nG and MWCNT as a function of chip surface
temperature. The trend shows that adding more mass of nG improves the
effective thermal conductivity trend of D-TIM. However, it should be noted
that over Mass rationG:MWCNT ≈ 4 : 1, the effective thermal conductivity
trend does not improve dramatically compared to the simulation result
using mass of nG less than four times larger than that of MWCNT. We can
learn from this analysis that adding nG to MWCNT composite promotes
the effective thermal conductivity trend of D-TIM but adding more nG is
not the best solution to improve the effective thermal conductivity trend.
This is because the contacts between MWCNTs play a bigger role
promoting D-TIM’s thermal conductivity when temperature increases, as
we have learned from section 4.1.2.
4.3 Analysis of Surface Roughness Effect on D-TIM
Performance
Last but not least, we investigate the surface roughness effect on the
effective thermal conductivity trend of D-TIM. D-TIM sits between the
chip surface and the heat sink and it turns out the roughness of contact
surfaces is about 0.12 µm to 0.144 µm with standard deviation of 2.5
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nm [3]. Since the performance of D-TIM is the best in quasi-2D condition
and it tends to get worse as D-TIM thickness increases, it is necessary to
study the effect of the surface roughness. To generate the rough surface, we
employ Martin’s [23] model used for phonon transport in rough
nanomaterials. Figure 4.10 shows an example surface which is modeled by
the roughness in nm-scale and user defined correlation length. Figure 4.11
shows an example of the D-TIM percolation simulation box with the
surface roughness introduced to the metal contacts.
Figure 4.10: The top view (left) and side view (right) of rough surface.
Figure 4.11: Parallel rough metal surfaces representing chip surface and
heat sink (Left). Example of simulation box with the rough chip surface
and heat sink introduced (right).
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Figure 4.12: Top row shows the thermal conductivity of D-TIM percolation simulation with metal surface roughness of (a)
∆z = 30 nm with correlation length 0.5 nm, (b) ∆z = 70 nm with correlation length 1.5 nm, (c) ∆z = 100 nm with
correlation length 2.5 nm, (d) ∆z = 120 nm with correlation length 2.5 nm, (e) ∆z = 144 nm with correlation length 2.5
nm, and (f) ∆z = 170 nm with correlation length 2.5 nm. Second row shows the electric resistivity of of D-TIM percolation
simulation with metal surface roughness of (g) ∆z = 30 nm with correlation length 0.5 nm, (h) ∆z = 70 nm with
correlation length 1.5 nm, (i) ∆z = 100 nm with correlation length 2.5 nm, (j) ∆z = 120 nm with correlation length 2.5
nm, (k) ∆z = 144 nm with correlation length 2.5 nm, and (l) ∆z = 170 nm with correlation length 2.5 nm.
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Figure 4.12 shows the thermal conductivity and electric resistivity map of
D-TIM percolation simulation with different heat sink and chip surface
roughness. Figure 4.13 shows the effective thermal conductivity trend of
D-TIM under different surface roughness of the chip surface and heat sink.
The trend shows that the performance degrades by the surface roughness at
330 K, whereas the effective thermal conductivity does not change much
with the surface roughness in higher temperature from 350 K. However, it
should be noted that the mass ratio of nG and MWCNT also changes with
the surface roughness in this case. Therefore, we observe better effective
thermal conductivity trend as nG nad MWCNT mass ratio increases.
Figure 4.13: Effective thermal conductivity trend of D-TIM under different
metal surface roughness of the chip surface and heat sink.
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Figure 4.14 shows the effective thermal conductivity trend of D-TIM
when the surface roughness becomes larger than 200 nm. The trend shows
that the effective thermal conductivity improves by the mass ratio of nG
and MWCNT, not by the surface roughness. Therefore, we observe better
effective thermal conductivity trend as nG and MWCNT mass ratio
increases. Figure 4.15 shows the thermal conductivity and electric
resistivity map of D-TIM percolation simulation.
Figure 4.14: Effective thermal conductivity.
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Figure 4.15: Top row shows the thermal conductivity of D-TIM percolation simulation with metal surface roughness of (a)
∆z = 250 nm with correlation length 50 nm, (b) ∆z = 350 nm with correlation length 50 nm, (c) ∆z = 350 nm with
correlation length 100 nm, (d) ∆z = 350 nm with correlation length 150 nm. Second row shows the electric resistivity of of
D-TIM percolation simulation with metal surface roughness of (e) ∆z = 250 nm with correlation length 50 nm, (f)
∆z = 350 nm with correlation length 50 nm, (g) ∆z = 350 nm with correlation length 100 nm, (h) ∆z = 350 nm with
correlation length 150 nm.
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However, if we overlay figure 4.13 and figure 4.14 in the same plot as in
figure 4.16, we can see that the effective thermal conductivity trend
improves in rough surface with shorter correlation length. This is because
rough surface with shorter correlation length increases the interaction area
of MWCNT contacts with chip surface and heat sink.
Figure 4.16: Effective thermal conductivity.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Conclusion
This study integrates the effective thermal conductivity calculation problem
for D-TIM and the physics parameter optimization problem using machine
learning algorithm. The effective thermal conductivity measurement of
D-TIM promises D-TIM as the best solution for efficient thermal
management which has more demands as smart applications dramatically
increase and require massive servers to manage these computations.
D-TIM’s temperature dependent effective thermal conductivity cannot be
explained with current model and we employed thermo-electric effect and
variable-range hopping conductance as our governing physics engine to fully
capture the nature of D-TIM. This problem is solved by percolation
theory-based simulation which is essentially a finite difference method.
Machine learning has been actively used in the field of
micro-nanotechnology relatively recently compared to other fields and we
explored applications of machine learning and computer vision to the field
of micro-nanotechnology. We learned that Raman spectra patterns can be
used to predict the geometric property of carbon-based materials. On the
other hand, computer vision or machine vision has been successfully applied
to automate time-consuming processes. Automated CGNR detection
reduced time to analyze CGNR orientation with respect to Si-sub dimers.
Also, we successfully minimized the substrate effect in the LDOS profile by
comparing the tunneling current at similar measurement location, so that
we can ignore the uncertainty of tip-to-material-under-test spacing.
In turn, we optimized the physics parameters for D-TIM percolation
simulation using genetic algorithm. This framework offered good fitting
between the simulation result and the actual measurement. This
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data-driven simulation was successfully used to study the D-TIM
performance with respect to nG and MWCNT mass ratio and the surface
roughness of the chip surface and heat sink.
From this study, we learned that D-TIM’s performance can be improved
by finding the best mass ratio of nG and MWCNT. Also, we learned that
D-TIM works well in rough surface as rough surface increases the active
area between MWCNT and metal contacts.
5.2 Future Work
From chapter 4, we had better understanding of D-TIM using percolation
simulation optimized by genetic algorithm. Considering figure 2.6 and
studies in section 4.3, it is predicted that nG fills the coarse gap of the
surface roughness and mechanically supports full contact of MWCNTs to
the contacts of metal heat sink and chip surface. In addition, since nG and
MWCNT consists of the same element, carbon, these two materials
cooperate adequately to escalate the variable-range hopping process.
Therefore, we plan on nG structure analysis to validate our prediction. In
addition, we plan on applying the frameworks developed in chapter 3 to
accelerate our D-TIM simulation pipeline.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF TUNNELING CURRENT
WITHOUT SUBSTRATE EFFECT
Figure A.1: STM toy model and the tunneling current components.
We set the toy model as follows. As in figure A.1 there are CGNR on
intrinsic Si-sub and the governing force between the two materials is van
der Waals force. As bias is applied across the Si-sub and CGNR, STM tip
measures the tunneling current comprising It→C , IC→S, It→S, IC→t, IS→C ,
and IS→t that are Bardeen’s theory [68] tunneling currents between the
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Figure 3.20, shows that the vacuum barrier between the CGNR and
Si-sub is extremely thin and we assume that CGNR and Si-sub has full
contact and there is no vacuum barrier between the two materials.
Therefore, the term for tunneling current between the CGNR and Si-sub
cancels out. Although it is possible that the Si-sub is either n-type or
p-type, compared to the CGNR band gap of 3.6eV in theory and the Si-sub
band gap of 1.1eV , the Fermi level difference does not significant effect the
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(A.3)
Then we calculate the first derivative of the tunneling current in terms of








|Mt−C |2ρt(E) · ρC(E − eV1)
−4πe
h̄
|Mt−S|2ρt(E) · ρS(E − eV1)
(A.4)
The local density of states of the STM tip can be treated as a constant
and we know the local density of states of the pure Si-sub which was
measured directly on Si-sub as in figure A.2. The local density of states can







|Mt−S|2ρt(E) · ρS(E − eV1) (A.5)
Figure A.2: Tunneling current measurement directly on Si-sub.
Equation A.5 can be written as
























As a result, we finally have the following:
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